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Prologue  

I wrote this guide raunchy because I sometimes think we, as women, take 

our bodies too seriously. By enlightening the topic with humor, by making 

fun of the parts of us that are taboo, the parts that can cause 

squeamishness, the juicy dank bits that are supposed to be perfect like 

flowers, I think we can all become a little more human with regard to our 

genitals. And peeing is a very human experience — it need not cause 

discomfort or embarrassment. So let’s just get the dirty details out in the 

open! - Anna Birkás 

 

"Vulvaluciousness from start to finish! At the intersection of 

environmentalism & feminism Birkás has made a little booklet that 

honors women, the earth, and offers support in an often overlooked 

niche: what's really going on down there & how can we pee 

ecologically." – Mori Natura 

 

“EWW GROSS” “I am one of those men who is a bit terrified of the female 

sex organ and don’t like to look too closely at it.  There’s a somewhat crude 

term for this.  It’s called “cunt shy.”  – R. CRUMB 
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Introduction 

 

Imagine you are on a hike with a lover, and instead of having to carry a 

used napkin back with you or wipe with a leaf, which works about as 

well as waxed paper, you pull up your pants and you are clean and 

dry. Or imagine that you go into a downtown bathroom before an 

important business meeting and find there is no toilet paper. You use 

this technique and continue on without soggy panties. 

When women pee they frequently wet their vulva, resulting in 

discomfort, swampy baunch, and, if done all day, stinky pee pussy. 

This is often referred to as “dripping dry”, but should be called 

“dripping fucking wet.” This book will give the modern woman a clue 

about how to pee. 

If you have a vulva and are reading this book, you probably rely on 

toilet paper. This dependency is probably pretty heavy. You might feel 

like it sucks to get caught peeing without it. This guide will present the 

basic strategy of peeing cleanly without TP, as well as present options 

for many positions and situations, including how to pee standing.  

This method may require touching your vulva. Some will find this 

booklet psychologically, hygienically, or physically challenging.  I 

encourage positive feelings with regard to touching your pussy 

regularly – get to know yourself. Those specifically concerned with 

washing hands afterward may need to plan ahead because usually 

when one is without TP they are also without a lavatory sink or 

sanitary wipes – although a mountain stream, sand, or soapy plants 

may be adequate for many.  

Some peeing positions, like squatting, require basic body strength and 

flexibility. If you are an able-bodied person and don’t yet have the 

physical strength to squat and pee, you may want to practice. That 

said, you don’t have to squat to pee outdoors. 
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Touching Your Vulva 

Touching your vulva is almost a requirement for this method. You may 

be able to get away with grabbing the buttocks and pulling apart and 

wriggling instead, with moderate results depending on your personal 

anatomy. It’s easier to just accept that you’re going to have to touch it.  

Males touch their genitals all the time. They itch and scrub and re-

adjust, they handle and maneuver and rub. They do it at your 

grandmother’s house, they do it in front of the mirror, and they do it 

on the lawn while playing croquet. You may say – but theirs isn’t wet!  
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Well, good point, however, you don’t have to touch the wet part of 

your vulva to do this method (unless you're really juicy that day) and, 

in my opinion, guy-balls are usually way stinkier with sweat, 

downunder cheese, etc. than my vulva. The exceptions being that I 

repeatedly peed on it, or hadn't bathed in days, or was recently fucked 

(again, guy stuff is stinky). So embrace your fume de pussy, after all, it's 

full of good pheromones and may draw your mate like a bee to a 

sticky flower.  

This guide only requires you to touch your labia in the privacy of 

where you choose to pee. So take a big sigh of relief – you do not have 

to stick your hands in your pants and scratch, separate, or adjust your 

lips in a coffeehouse, on the train, or at a church recital. That said, just 

for the sake of being liberated women, I suggest that you do so every 

time you see a dude do it, for equality's sake.  

When in a comfortable setting, scratch your mons, stick your finger in 

your vagina, and swipe your cervix. Smell it, taste it, notice how the 

subtleties of flavor change with your cycle, and enjoy it. This is your 

pussy, many people would love to have a taste like you have, but it is 

all yours for you to enjoy, experience, and cherish. Dive in! 
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About your Body 

If you do yoga, Pilates, or just grew up in the woods or on a farm and 

are used to copping a squat, peeing anywhere should be easy once 

you learn how. To squat, you will require some strength in your thighs 

and some flexibility.  

 

Peeing standing takes practice and can be learned by most women. 

One must first master the hand techniques described below and 

develop a sensual awareness of the morphology of their vulva under 

their own hand control.  

Even if you learn to stand to pee, squatting is still a great option for 

many circumstances and has additional benefits. Squatting while going 

potty (pee and poo) helps prevent colon cancer, appendicitis, 

inflammatory bowel disease, contamination of the small intestine, 

hernias, diverticulosis, hemorrhoids, sexual dysfunction, and fecal 

stagnation. It results in a healthier prostate, bladder, and uterus.  

Kegel muscle strength helps prevent urinary incontinence and uterine 

prolapse (yes, your vagina can fall out).  

You don’t have to learn this method, but for goddesses’ sake do your 

squats and Kegel exercises! 
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The Method 

Step 1. Spread Your Lips 

Labia minora is the plural form of labia minus and labia majora is the 

plural form of labia majus 

Spreading your lips clears the path for the pee stream.  Vulvae usually 

stick together – imagine four banana slugs in the palm of your hand 

with their ends together like a hammock. The outer slugs are hairy and 

pee is coming out from in between the inner slugs from some 

unknown invisible source. This situation is a perfectly healthy 

microbiome, an ecosystem unto itself that keeps your cunt clean and 

fights disease. Think of your pussy like a wetland or a swamp (it’s all in 

the eye of the beholder, and you hold everything in your hands). Most 

people just think ‘what a mess’, and require bathrooms and tissue 

paper. Following these procedures will get you out of that mindset and 

(hopefully) as into pussy function as I am. 

The inner labia are usually stuck to the outer labia by moisture. The 

urethra is located between the inner labia below the clit. When you 

pee, the stream flows out of the urethra and off the rounded edge of 

the inner labia. If the inner and outer labia are stuck together, the pee 

will flow onto the outer labia and into the pubic hair. This should be 

avoided, so you first must separate your labia majora from your labia 

minora. 

Squat, reach around to your vulva with both hands from behind and 

grab the hair or skin of the outer labia. To avoid dipping your fingers in 

pussy juice, try grabbing the hairs or the skin of the outside of the 

outer labia and wriggle back and forth. Or if you aren’t scared of 

getting your hands wet, just slide your fingers in between your labia 

and separate the works.  
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2. Aim Your Vulvic Joystick 

Aiming is important so that you do not pee on your shoes (or even 

worse, in them). It is especially important when the ground is hard or 

impermeable. Imagine your pussy is like a joystick, but instead of the 

stick, there is a hole from which a laser beam speeds. Look on the 

ground where you want to shoot and move your fingers on your outer 

labia letting your skin slide up the front side of your pelvic bone 

toward your mons. You are in control. 

When the ground is hard and pee splatter is a problem, cock your 

pelvis forward and pull your labia up so that your vulva is facing 

forward. Your pee stream should shoot about a foot in front of you, 

hitting the ground at an angle. Make sure you pee strong whenever 

your pelvis is cocked forward because if the pee stream does not have 

sufficient velocity, then pee will drip down the anus. Post-anal drip is 

as common as, late breakfasts on Sundays. Cock your vulva backward 

again before the pee stream strength wanes. You are in control of the 

pressure of your pee stream. It hits the ground at an angle and then it 

splatters at a similar angle away from you. Avoid impermeable 

surfaces when possible; soil or leaf mulch that is soft or aerated is 

best.  

 

3. Clinch and Lift 

As the pee stream ebbs, lift your butt using your thigh muscles. Clench 

as you rise such that the pee stream becomes cut off before it begins 

to drip. Do not start and stop the pee or allow it to dribble out - this 

just creates more opportunities to wet the works. By lifting your butt, 

you face your vulva toward the ground, resulting in the hanging arch 

of the inner labia being the lowest point of your pelvic region, and thus 

the point that the last drop of pee will roll off of. 

When you clench the stream of your pee, the last drip will roll out of 

your urethra, along one lip of your inner labium, and away, onto the 
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ground. While the pee stream is strong you do not have to worry 

about your inner labia being the low point – as long as the lips are 

separated and the hairs are out of the way, the stream will shoot clear. 

But as the stream weakens, it tends to jump around and, as it breaks, 

it will run down your body. You want that pee stream to run along one 

inner labia to the tip of that lip, which is at the low point of your pelvic 

region when the stream begins to wane. As it wanes, it will flit around, 

jumping here and there. As long as the inner labia is the low point and 

the hair is out of the way, you should be in the clear. 

Dribbling and pushing out extra pee results in messy pee pussy 

because once the pee stream is broken it tends to drip all over the 

place. You want to cut off the pee stream just before it begins to 

dribble. Use a strong, three-second Kegel clench and stand up. Do not 

release until you have been standing for a full second (if you still 

dribble, hold the clench a few more seconds). 

 

Hand Positions 

There are four primary methods for separating your labia with your 

hands when you pee: 

1) From Behind: 

Reach around from the sides to your behind and under, gently use 

your fingers to separate the outer labia with your fingertips. This 

position is often used while squatting.   

2) From the Front:  

Reach in front and separate the lips with the two index fingers or 

multiple fingertips, folding the hair of the outer labia over and pinning 

it down. This position is often used while standing.  
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3) Inverted Peace Sign:  

Use the index and the middle fingers of one hand, slide them between 

the outer lips and open the fingers, like an inverted peace sign, thus 

spreading the vulva. This method works well in a squat or standing.  

4) Jar  

Use a jar, yogurt container, or funnel to separate your labia from each 

other. Slide the rim from back to front, such that it rests touching your 

vulva between your inner and outer labia. This is a common method 

used by pee-savers that use their urine to fertilize their gardens. 

From Behind: If you were squatting naked over a glass floor and preparing to dry pee, this is what it 

might look like.   
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From the Front: Explore the best way to spread your lips by trying different techniques and using different 

fingers. 

 

Inverted Peace Sign: Use two fingers to spread ‘em. 
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Pee Pressure 

You are in control of the pressure of your pee stream when you use 

your pee muscles. When you relax the muscles your pee stream 

should naturally come forth. When you need to avoid splatter, you can 

restrict it and allow it to come out more slowly. When you are about to 

finish peeing you can be conscious that you bring it to a concise close 

rather than trying to push more out. Pushing hard with your pee 

muscles is not healthy – the pee should flow naturally with gentle 

changes in pressure. That said, you can do a lot with those subtle 

pressure adjustments. 

While under pressure, the velocity of the pee stream usually clears 

your vulva and results in most of the pee hitting the ground instead of 

running down your body. The beginning and end of the pee, when the 

pee stream wanes, are the times when the vulva usually gets soaked. If 

you start and stop the stream at the end of the pee multiple times, you 

just wet yourself over and over. For maximum cleanliness minimize 

pee wetting events.  

 

A Wetland Requires Science for a Deeper Understanding 

The above techniques of pressure and hand positions will get you 

through a lot of messy pee situations. However, a deeper 

understanding of the physics behind the waterworks will help you 

perfect your pee techniques. 

Gravity —  Face this Force of Nature with your Pussy. Gravity is the 

primary force working on your pee. We already discussed the 

importance of facing your pussy down and making sure your inner 

labia is the lowest point of which the pee can drip. When your pee 

leaves your vulva under pressure, you can sometimes defy gravity, but 

don’t get too arrogant, as gravity will always be there pulling on your 

pee, such that if you waver in your technique, gravity will win. Have a 
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plan to deal with gravity.  

 

Adhesion — It’s what Turns your Vulva into a Pee Magnet. Pee, like 

water, has a molecular attraction to other surfaces. Those bonds are 

stronger than gravity when the weight of the pee becomes small 

enough, such as the weight of tiny drops, and thus the wetness sticks 

to you and won’t fall off. When you shake up and down, under that 

force of momentum some of the bonds are broken, but much of the 

pee sticks to the vulva. 

 

Cohesion  — A Cohesive Pee Stream is Why You don’t Pee Fog. 

Cohesion is another force - the attraction of something to itself. Pee, 

like water, is attracted to itself and that is why it comes out in a stream 

instead of a spray or mist. Water runs down a sheet of glass in drops 

and rivulets instead of a uniform sheet because it sticks to itself. The 

force of cohesion is always working to our advantage. We don’t have to 

do anything about it, it is just there helping avoid the wet pussy 

problem. 

 

Capillary Action –  Your Cunt’s got Action at the Capillary Level. Capillary 

action is a combo of the forces of adhesion and cohesion working 

together in tiny spaces. Together, these forces can defy gravity. If you 

dip a piece of tissue in water, the water will climb up the tissue, 

wetting it higher than the water level. This is because, as the water is 

both attracted to itself and the surface of the tissue, it will pull itself up 

into the tissue. However, for this force to work there needs to be 

enough surface area per volume of pee. In other words, the cell spaces 

need to be small enough.  
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Standing 

When would you pee standing? Maybe in a park or in an 

urban/ecological setting, when using a urinal, while climbing in a 

harness, or to avoid looking like prey to large cats. 

To pee standing without a funnel or device, one can use the hand 

positions described above. The concept is exactly the same as it is for 

dry peeing — don’t let the pee stream run down your vulva or onto 

your leg. The aim is particularly important when peeing standing 

because it takes a bit more effort not to hit your leg.  

 

Practice in the shower first. Peeing standing takes quite a bit of 

sensory awareness to the vulvic lips. Use the force — feel how the air 

flows over your wet skin and re-imagine the shape of your lips. Make a 

decision about whether you are going to use gravity or pressure to 

clear the pee stream from your body. One of these techniques may 

work better for you than the other. Once you can do a solid standing 

pee in the shower, start practicing in your yard in a place where, if you 

make a mistake, you can clean up. To pee standing, use a skirt, 

stretchy leggings, or pants with a fly that works for women. 
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Got Junk in your Trunk? If so, your ass may hang lower than your labia. That's OK! Just adjust your pelvis by tilting your 

butt up and facing your pussy to the ground. Your inner labia will be the lowest part of your vulva and provide a point at 

which the urine can flow. 
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The inverted peace sign can be used to separate the lips to pee with your vulva facing the ground or to elevate the urethra 

to pee forward. A quick end pee and pelvic tilt before the stream wanes ensures a clean break. 
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Pussies aren’t Pusillanimous 

You have taken a brave step towards freedom, so go ahead and 

practice. I don’t know how long it will take you. It took me years to get 

it right, but then I had to re-invent the fucking wheel. No, my mother 

didn’t know how to pee standing. My grandmother didn’t know how 

either. Maybe my great-grandmothers did? Internet? Worthless. 

Amazon – missing. Google Scholar – only if you want to know how cats 

and naked mole rats do it. So this is a trial and error situation, but I 

have succeeded in finding ways that work for my body. My guess is 

that it will take a couple of months of a concerted effort for the 

average free peer to confidently stride forth into the outdoors to stand 

and pee or go without TP. 

Be brave, and remember, the word ‘pussy’ didn’t originate from 

‘pusillanimous’, but rather originated from the German word pusi, or 

‘pocket’. Pusillanimous means weak and is the origin for the other 

word pussy, not to be confused with your effective, strong, and agile 

vulva. 

Go piss off a cliff. 
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Pee Ecology 

 

We want to inspire you to urinate in the gardens of the world —

be part of the ecological solution.  

We Ran the Numbers 

A person can Save 3,600 gallons of water per year by going without 5 

flushes/day. 

If we can inspire 1000 women to save three flushes a day, we will 

save two-million gallons of water per year. 

According to the California Energy Commission 19% of California’s 

energy is used to treat and pump water. So when you turn on the tap, 

you are also turning on the power. Peeing outside saves energy too.  

Our urine contains significant levels of nitrogen, as well as phosphorus 

and potassium (typically an N-P-K ratio around 11 – 1 – 3, similar to 

commercial fertilizers). Americans produce about 90 million gallons of 

urine a day, containing about 7 million pounds of nitrogen. Studies 

show that an adult’s urine contains enough nutrients to fertilize 

50-100% of the crops needed to feed one adult (Sundberg, 1995; 

Drangert, 1997). 

 

Urine is Gold 

Do you know where plant nutrients come from today? We make 

nitrogen fertilizer from natural gas that was likely fracked. In order to 

turn natural gas into fertilizer, we burn a bunch more fuel and energy 

(climate change alert).  
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Most of the urine that is flushed down the toilet ends up in rivers, 

lakes, and oceans where it causes eutrophication or algal blooms. 

Algae love the extra nutrients and they grow so fast that they use up 

the available oxygen in the water. Aquatic animals can’t breath and 

they die, resulting in dead zones. When we pee in the garden we 

prevent water contamination and save aquatic wildlife. 

A luxurious, healthy soil has a thick layer of organic matter. The carbon 

in leaves and twigs combines with phosphorus and nitrogen (bio-

available in human urine)  and creates a rich compost. Stepping 

outside the home to pee easily fertilizes our gardens with 

nutrients. To plants, urine is gold. Peeing outside protects life and 

prevents climate change.  

 

Do it High and Dry 

When we pee in mulch, under and around plants, and in a new 

location each time, we promote environmental sustainability. Avoid 

peeing in ditches or near streams, lakes, or rivers. Pee on ground that 

is high and dry unless specifically instructed to do otherwise by the 

Park Service (large river boat trips being the exception). 
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A Chickfly Publication: 

Chickfly is about providing the freedom to ‘go’ anywhere. We strive to 

provide equality in bathroom access through innovation, form, style, 

sustainability, and social awareness. 
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